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Student　Training　for　Study　Abroad
Sally　Reid
　　　　　Each　year,　Asia　University　sends　around　500　students　to　three　sites　in　Washington
state　to　study　English,　live　in　the　dormitories,　and　experience　American　culture.　Along　with
preparing　the　students　with　a　rigorous　Freshman　English　program　and　a　pre-departure
English　class　it　is　the　focus　of　this　paper　that　students　hould　also　receive　training　before
they　depart　to　prepare　them　to　deal　with　the　inevitable　f elings　and　problems　that　result
from　culture　shock　and　re-entry　difficulties.　The　following　will　explain　the　concepts　of
culture　shock　and　re-entry　shock,　and　ways　of　minimizing　the　effects　of　both.
Preparation　for　Sojourners
　　　　　According　to　Bennet　and　Bennet(1998,5),　students　who　will　be　living　in　another
culture　should　receive　the　basics　in　orientation　a d　education　to　enable　them　to　benefit
most　from　the　study-abroad　experience.　The　training　should　include　teaching　the　students
the　concepts,　skills,　and　behavior　that　will　allow　them　to　successfully　cope　with　their
intercultural　experience.　The　educational　component　should　include　a minimum　content
background　in　specific　aspects　of　the　arts,　history,　etc.　unique　to　the　culture.　　This
preparation　should　also　include　theoretical　knowledge　of　the　processes　involved　in
intercultural　adaptation　and　learning.　Ideally　learners　hould　contrast/compare　what　they
learn　about　the　new　culture　with　their　own.
　　　　　 According　to　Bennet　and　Bennett(1998),　along　with　language　practice,　ducators
should　include　the　following　inpreparing　sojourners　for　an　intercultural　experience:
1.　Culture
　　　　　a.　Objective　vs.　subjective
　　　　　b.Definition　fculture
　　　　　c.Stereotypes　vs.　generalizations
2.Perception
　　　　　a.Influence　of　world　view　on　perception
　　　　　b.Distinguishing　among　description,　interpretation,　and　evaluation
3.Non-verbal　Communication
　　　　　a.　Paralinguistics
　　　　　b.Haptics
　　　　　c.Kinesics
　　　　　d.Proxemics
　　　　　e.Chronemics
4.Communication　Styles
?
??
?
」?
?
Greeting　rituals
Cognitive　vs.　affective　confrontation
Circular(connected)vs.　linear(structured)style
Direct　vs.　indirect
Public　vs.　private　self
5.Value　Contrasts
a.Cultural　self-awareness
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??
?
?
　　 b.Cross-cultural　contrasts
Problem-solving　strategies
　　 a.Learning　to　learn
　　 b.Participant　observation
　　 c.Conflict　resolution
Preparation　for　homestay
Gender　Issues
　　 a.Sex　roles
　　 b.Male-female　interaction
Intercultural　Ad ptation
　　 a.Cultural　shock
　　 b.Levels　of　intercultural　sensitivity
　　 c.Reentry　preparation
The　Stages　of　Culture　Shock
　　　　　In　the　United　States,　most　college　freshmen　who　attend　colleges　and　universities　far
from　home　are　aware　that　four　to　six　weeks　into　their　first　semester,　they　will　have　to　go
through　the　transition　commonly　known　as"being　homesick."Even　the　people　who　can't
wait　to　move　out　of　theirparents'home,　know　that　at　some　point,　they　will　feel　some　degree
of　emotional　discomfort　due　to　the　adjustment　of　moving　out　of　their　home,　living　with
roommates,　and　taking　care　of　all　of　their　needs.　The　students　who　sign　up　for　AUAP　may
not　have　the　same　degree　of　awareness　about　the　transition　that　hat　they　will　have　to　face.
Many　students　thinkthe　time　in　the　US　is　short　and　will　be　like　a long　vacation.　They　have
no　idea　that　six　months　is,　indeed,　a　long　time　and　that　this　length　of　time　away　from　one's
parents　as　well　as　one's　cultural　environment　will　cause　them　some　degree　of　emotional
distress.　Some　students　have　grand　expectations　tomeet　American　friends　who　will　be　as
interested　inhaving　a　Japanese　friend　as　they　are　in　having　an　American　friend.　Some
may　have　this　experience,　but　others　may　find　it　difficult　to　make　close　friendships　with
American　students.　One　student　of　mine　sent　me　an　a-mail　one　day　after　she　had　been　in
the　US　for　four　months　complaining　that　she　was　tired　of　spending　so　much　time　with　her
Japanese　colleagues.　She　agonized　that　her　English　was　not　improving　because　she
spoke　Japanese　with　the　other　AUAP　students.　She　wanted　to　spend　more　time　with
English　speakers　at　the　university　but　was　afraid　to　break　away　from　her　Asia　University
friends　forfear　of　alienating　them.
The　student　knew　she　would　be　back　at　Asia　University　for　three　more　years　with　these
colleagues　and　needed　to　maintain　those　relationships.　This　sort　of　interpersonal　nd
intercultural　situation　ischallenging　for　anyone　to　navigate,　but　almost　impossible　for　a
young　person　who　has　the　additional　burden　of　having　to　deal　with　culture　shock　and　re-
entry　adjustments.
　　　　　Robert　Kohls　defines　culture　shock　as,"...the　pronounced　reactions　to　the
psychological　disorientation　m st　people　experience　when　they　move　for　an　extended
period　of　time　into　a　culture　markedly　different　from　their　own"(1998,87).　Most　people
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who　do　extended　stays　of　at　least　several　months　to　a　year　or　more　will　experience　culture
shock;however,　some　people's　personality　may　allow　them　to　not　feel　it　as　strongly　as
others.
　　　　　Culture　shock　means　more　than　feeling　frustrated　attimes　while　living　in　a　new
country.　Frustration　can　usually　be　linked　to　a　specific　a tion　or　cause　and　can　be　relieved
when　the　cause　is　removed　orthe　situation　iscorrected.　Causes　of　frustration　are:
　　　　　 1)the　ambiguity　of　a　particular　situation
　　　　　2)the　actual　situation　not　matching　expectations
　　　　　3)unrealistic　goals
　　　　　4)not　being　able　to　see　results　because　of　the　enormity　of　the　need
　　　　　5)using　the　wrong　methods　to　achieve　objectives
Culture　shock　is　different　from　frustration　because　of　two　reasons.　The　first　is　that　culture
shock　does　not　result　from　a　specific　event　or　series　of　events.　h　comes　instead　from　the
experience　of　encountering　ways　of　doing,　organizing,　perceiving,　orvaluing　things　which
are　different　from　yours　and　which　threaten　your　basic,　unconscious　belief　that　your
enculturated　customs,　assumptions,　values,　and　behaviors　are　right(Kohls,89).
　　　　　The　second　feature　is　that　it　does　not　strike　suddenly　or　have　a　single　principle
cause.　Instead　it　is　cumulative.　It　builds　up　slowly,　from　a　series　of　small　events　which　are
difficult　to　identify.　Culture　shock　comes　from　being　cut　off　from　the　cultural　cues　and　known
patterns　with　which　you　are　familiar,　especially　the　subtle,　indirect　ways　you　normally　have
of　expressing　feelings.
　　　　　　　　　　All　the　nuances　and　shades　of　meaning　that　you　understand　instinctively　and
　　　　　　　　　　use　to　make　your　life　comprehensible　are　suddenly　taken　from　you.　Living
and/or　working　over　an　extended　period　of　time　in　a　situation　that　is
　　　　　　　　　　ambiguous.　Having　your　own　values(which　you　had　heretofore　considered
as　absolutes)brought　into　question--which　yanks　your　moral　rug　out　from
　　　　　　　　　　under　you.　Also,　being　continually　put　into　a　position　in　which　you　are
　　　　　　　　　　expected　to　function　with　maximum　skill　and　speed　but　where　the　rules　have
　　　　　　　　　　not　been　adequately　explained(Kohl,　187).
　　　　　Some　time　ago　intercultural　specialists　began　to　recognize　that　there　were　distinct
stages　of　personal　adjustment　which　virtually　everyone　who　lived　abroad　went　through(no
matter　where　they　came　from　orwhat　country　they　were　living　in).　According　to　Kohl,　these
stages　are:1.Initial　euphoria　2.　Irritability　and　hostility　3.Gradual　adjustment　and　4.
Adaptation　and　biculturalism.
1.　 Initial　euphoria
Most　people　begin　their　life　in　a　new　culture　with　great　expectations　and　a　positive　mindset.
If　anything,　they　come　with　expectations　which　are　too　high　and　attitudes　which　are　too
positive　toward　the　host　country　and　toward　their　own　prospective　experiences　in　it.　At　this
point,　anything　new　is　intriguing　and　exciting.　But,　for　the　most　part,　it　is　the　similarities
which　stand　out.　The　newcomer　is　usually　impressed　with　how　people　everywhere　are
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really　very　much　alike.　This　period　of　euphoria　may　last　from　a　week　or　two　to　a　month,　but
the　letdown　is　inevitable.
2.　Irritability　and hostility
Gradually,　your　focus　turns　from　the　similarities　to　the　differences　and　these　differences,
which　suddenly　seem　to　be　everywhere,　are　troubling.　You　blow　up　little,　seemingly
insignificant　difficulties　intomajor　catastrophes.　This　is　the　stage　generally　identified　as
culture　shock.
3.　 Gradual　adjustment
The　crisis　is　over　and　you　are　on　your　way　to　recovery.　This　step　may　come　so　gradually
that,　at　first,　you　will　be　unaware　it　is　even　happening.　Once　you　begin　to　orient　yourself
and　are　able　to　interpret　some　of　the　subtle　cultural　clues　and　cues　which　passed　by
unnoticed　earlier,　the　culture　seems　more　familiar.　You　become　more　comfortable　in　it　and
feel　less　isolated　from　it.　Gradually,　too,　your　sense　of　humor　returns　and　you　realize　the
situation　isnot　hopeless　after　all.
4.　 Adaptation　and　biculturalism
Full　recovery　will　result　in　an　ability　ofunction　in　two　cultures　with　confidence.　You　will
even　find　a　great　many　customs,　ways　of　doing　and　saying　things,　and　personal　attitudes
which　you　enjoy--indeed,　towhich　you　have　in　some　degree　acculturated　and　which　you
will　miss　when　you　pack　up　and　return　home.(1996,141)
Having　Trouble　Coming　 Home　 and　Reverse　Culture　Problems
　　　　　The　experience　of　having　difficulties　in　readjusting　toone's　home　culture　has　been
recognized　by　business,　government,　Peace　Corps,　development　agencies,　exchange
programs,　and　missionaries　for　some　time(Blohm&Mercil,1982,4).　This　adjustment　is
referred　to　as　re-entry　or　reverse　culture　shock.　Re-entry　problems　occur　for　a　number　of
reasons,　including　some　or　all　of　the　following:
1.The　home　country　was　glorified　by the　person　while　living　elsewhere;the　realities　of
home　don't　match　the　expectations.
2.　The　person　living　in　anotherculture　has　changed　because　of　the　experience　he/she　has
had,　frequently　including　developing　more　interest　inthe　world　as　a　whole,　other　cultures,
the　interdependence　of　nations,　as　well　as　maturing　and　becoming　more　self-confident.
They　return　home　a　new　or　different　person.
3.There　is　real　change　in　support　systems　when　the　person　returns　home,　including
(perhaps)fitting　into　a　different　family　with　different　rules　and　regulations,　re-learning
transportation　andschool　systems.　It　akes　time　to　learn　or　re-learn　how　to　get　along.
4.丁he　 person's　actual　standard　of　living　may　change,　having　more　or　less　money　to
spend　on　such　things　as　entertainment,　clothes　and　traveling.
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5.There　may　be　a　change　in　the　person's　role,　including　where　he/she　fits　within　the
family,　from　someone　special　to　one　of　the　crowd,　from　working　to　non-working.
6.The　person　may　be　out　of　step　with　current　rends　in　the　home　country,　having　missed
months(or　years)of　styles,　N　 programs,　movies,　novels,　and　many　other　items　that　make
up　daily　references　and　topics　of　conversation.
7.丁heir　experience　and　time　abroad　may　set　them　apart　from　former　peers　just　because　of
their　absence,　such　as　being　a　class　behind　their　former　classmates　or　not　being　on　a
sports　team.
　　　　　Perhaps　the　worst　part　of　re-entry　is　being　completely　unprepared　for　it.　A　person
returning　totheir　own　culture　does　not　expect　adjustment　problems　because　the　country,　its
customs　and　language　are　known　to　them.　And,　in　not　expecting　difficulties,　one　is　not
alerted　to　be　aware　of　potential　difficulties　and　does　not　work　to　resolve　adjustment
problems(4).
The　Parent　Problem
　　　　　Learning　to　live　again　with　one's　family,　and　especially　with　one's　parents,　is
probably　the　most　significant　aspect　of　exchange-student　reentry　and　one　of　the　most
emotional.　On　one　hand,　students　are　excited　to　see　their　parents　again　and　bursting　with
stories　to　tell,　while　parents　are　happy　and　excited　to　have　their　children　back　home.　At　the
same　time,　the　two　parties　have　not　inhabited　the　same　universe　for　several　months(or　a
year)and　are　not　used　to　each　other's　company.　They　can　and　will　get　into　the　habit　of
being　together　again,　but　the　transition　will　take　awhile　to　negotiate　and　re-establish.
　　　　　 Probably　the　greatest　frustration　to　students　returning　to　Japan　is　the　sudden
reappearance　of　their　parents　in　their　lives,　not　the　actual　individuals,　but　in　their　oles　as
fatherand　mother.　The　issue　here　is　not　that　these　students　feel　they　no　longer　need　their
parents,　but　they　may　feel　they　don't　need　them　quite　so　much.　Compared　with　their　peers
who　stay　at　home,　AUAP　students　mature　at　an　accelerated　pace　during　the　course　of　their
overseas　experience.　According　to　Storti,　due　to　the　numerous　challenges　exchanges　face
and　overcome　as　they　adjust　o　living　thousands　of　miles　from　home　in　a　new　country　and
to　functioning　ina　new　language,　they　are　likely　to　be　more　independent　and　self-assured
than　others　their　age　and　more　so　than　their　parents　were　at　the　same　age‐and
significantly　more　so　than　their　parents　expect　them　to　be(149).　 Furthermore,　AUAP
students　have　been　living　in　the　dormitories　with　all　the　freedom　of　American　students
whose　parents　are　not　present.　For　six　months,　they　have　made　choices　without　the
unsolicited　opinions　of　their　parents.
　　　　　 Parents,　of　course,　can't　know　how　much　their　child　has　matured　overseas(though
they　may　soon　get　a　good　idea).　Finding　it　safer,　under　the　circumstances,　toerr　on　the
side　of　caution,　they　are　likely　to　treat　he　returnee　the　way　they　did　before　he/she　left
and/or　the　way　they　treated　the　brother　or　sister　at　the　same　age.　Parents　get　involved　in
aspects　of　their　child's　life　which　were　previously　under　the　child's　discretion,　giving　advice
the　returnee　feels　is　a　threat　o　new-won　independence.　Parents　may　second-guess
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decisions　the　returnee　has　been　making　since軒rst　arriving　in　BeHingham,日lensburg　or
Cheney(the　AUAP　sites).　They　want　to　know　about　things　not　shared　with　adults　for　some
time.　They　criticize　new　behaviors　taken　on　and　lament　the　passing　of　certain　cherished
old　behaviors‐like　listening　toand　agreeing　with　them.　For　example　asking　how　one　likes
acertain　shirt　or　blouse;how　one　can　not　like　to　do　things　they　used　to　love　doing;and
what　exactly　is　wrong　with　the　cooking　that　used　to　be　good　enough.　In　short,　one　is　often
treated　as　if　they　were　the　same　person　who　went　overseas　those　many　months　ago(Storti
,
179).
　　　　　 "After　having　just　had　the　grovuth　experience　of　a　lifetime,　for　you　to　be　treated　as　if
you　had　never　left　home　is　a　nightmare　come　true.　ft　is　not　just　that　such　treatment　is
annoying　or　demeaning(though　it　is　both)but　hat　it　actually　undermines　the　maturity　and
self-confidence　that　are　probably　the　greatest　and　most　important　legacies　of　an　overseas
experience"(180).　Indeed,　a study　of　German　and　American　exchange　students　by　David
Bachner　has　shown　that　a　desire　for　increased　independence　is　the　most　common　 reason
given　by　students　for　wanting　to　go　abroad.　Now,　suddenly,　the　whole　rationale　of　the
adventure　seems　threatened."My　parents　had　to　realize　I　had　changed,"one　New　Zealand
returnee　observes,"and　that　the　daughter　living　with　them　was　not　the　same　submissive
person　as　before.　We　all　had　to　learn　to　give　and　take"(161).
　　　　　Asuccessful　international　experience　will　benefit　everyone　involved　in　the　AUAP
program.　Students　who　sign　upto　study　abroad　have　great　expectations　for　the　time　spent
inthe　United　States.　Most　expect　to　improve　their　English,　experience　American　University
dormitory　life,　meet　and　make　American　friends,　and　some　hope　to　change　parts　of　their
personalities　and　 behaviors.　Something　they　don't　expect　is　to　feel　discomfort,
disorientation,　and　depression　from　the　psychological　demands　of　cultural　adaptation.
Naturally,　during　the　discomfort　phase　of　culture　shock,　AUAP　 students　begin　to　idealize
their　home　country　and　can't　wait　to　return.　Parents　anticipate　r uniting　with　their　children,
and　neither　are　prepared　for　the　painful　and　frustrating　re-entry　transition.
　　　　　Pre-departure　training　will　at　least　give　students　and　parents　the　assurance　that　what
they　are　feeling　is　normal　and　not　a　sign　of　failure.　Re-entry　training　will　allow　students　and
parents　to　relax　and　work　hard　to　accept　changes　during　the　transition　stage.　Training　will
provide　a　kind　of　emotional　road　map　and　allow　everyone　to　relax　and　ride　out　the　rough
spots.　The　end　result　of　this　of　course　could　be　a　tremendous　amount　of　personal　growth
and　intercultural　awareness.
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